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DAY 1 - RWANDA | KIGALI
Leaving Kigali you will be welcomed by one of our expert guides. They 
will provide assistance and their knowledge on your safari. This journey 
takes you through the breathtaking hills that characterise the landscape 
of Rwanda. 

You will be climbing to the base of the magnificent  Volcanoes of 
Virunga, where you then arrive at the magnificent Virunga Lodge.

VIRUNGA
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DAY 2 - GORILLA TRACKING
The Adventure Begins. On your second day in Rwanda you go Gorilla 
tracking in the National Volcano Park (Parc National des Volcans)

Passing through the mountain forest on the slopes of the volcanos is a 
magical experience!

Once you reach the gorillas, you can spend an hour with them and be 
back at base in time for a late lunch! Since some of the gorilla families can 
be elusive, tracking can take a full day, this mainly if it is muddy or wet. 

RWANDA
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DAY 3 - RWANDA
Today you have the option to go tracking again. If you which to do so an 
additional permit is required and this can be subject to availability.

Otherwise you can choose from one of many activities on offer. 
There are so many things to do including tracking the endangered golden 
monkey or trekking to Dian Fossey’s grave (Gorilla’s In The Mist ) and 
the gorilla cemetery, the final resting place of her favorite gorilla, Digit.

Another possible excursion can be a visit to the local school or some of the 
community projects. 

If you prefer a more relaxing day you can spend your time on the shores 
of Lake Kivu, where you will find some of the finest inland beaches in 
Africa. If that is not enough choice you can also go for a guided walk at 
Lake Bulera and experience local village life.

RWANDALAKE  KIVU

Diane Fossey played by Sigourney Weaver in Gorillas in the Mist. 
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DAY 4 - UGANDA
Time to cross borders. Today you continue to Uganda, to the Queen 
Elizabeth National Park. Leaving the volcanic slopes behind and moving 
to the open plains of the Western Rift Valley you will arrive at Kyambura 
Lodge in time for lunch.

In the afternoon you still have time to have a refreshing dip in the pool or 
just relax on the veranda of your private room. 

When the night falls you have the option to go on a game drive (safari) 
or just enjoy the sunset with a drink overlooking the savannah and the 
majestic Rwenzori Mountains in the background.

KYAMBURA
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DAY 5 - UGANDA
With the morning and evening game drives you have the best 
opportunity to spot game. Depending on the on the season the Kasenyi 
plains are superb for sighting lion and large herds of Uganda kob. With a 
bit of luck you might also spot Leopard which live in the thick bushes. 

If you still have time to kill you might want to visit the Kyambura Womens 
Coffee Cooperative and its coffee processing station or go to the 
wetland reserve to spot birds.  

KYAMBURA
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DAY 6 - UGANDA
Going in to the Kyambura Gorge, a unique environment forming a strong 
contrast  with the surrounding grasslands, you can track one of our closest 
animal relatives, the chimpanzee. 

The chimps are very mobile and viewing them can be a bit  unpredictable 
but the tracking itself is already worthwhile. Later in the day you can take 
a cruise on the Kazinga Channel between Lake George and Lake Edward. 
This channel is the home of one of the greatest  concentrations of hippo in 
Africa. On top of that you will often find herds of elephant and buffalo 
come drink at the edge. For the bird-spotters, these water are surrounded 
by unique waterbirds. You will find great flocks of pelicans and others on 
the shore, and this is a great spot to see African fish eagle.

CHIMPANZEE
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DAY 6 - UGANDA
Back to Entebbe Airport in Katembe. 

En route you can stop and stand on the Equator. 
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